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INTRODUCTION

I believe that the profession of architecture and planning
is at a juncture in its history.

Architects are beginning to

come to conscious terms, for the first time, with the suburbs.
Through my thesis, I want to understand this new era and be a
part of its definition.
For the last hundred years the suburbs have been evolving,
unchecked and unplanned, as if they had a mind of their own.
Because the profession has been engaged in the development,
planning, and designing of one segment of the suburbs at a time,
vision often extends only as far as the next project.

Nothing in

the history of city-building or of human spatial organization
serves as precedent for the growth of the American suburbs. The
guidance and framework for evaluation that history usually
affords the architect is missing.

Low density, dispersal, multi-

jurisdictions, and the lack of a boundary defy unification of the
suburbs into an entity.
A city, however, is understandable. There are rules against
which an evaluation of spatial content could be made.

Treatment

of the street edge, placement of buildings as monuments, the
organization of the street grid all find precedents in cities of
the past.

But these precedents do not apply to the suburbs -

here the street edge is lined with parking lots or isolating

green space, civic buildings survive in deserted downtowns, and
the grid is deliberately avoided.
I have looked at the suburbs, their history and evolution to
the present day, and projected development into the future.

This

future assumes the inevitability of increased density in the
suburbs.

The effects of that density on the suburban built

environment is at the heart of my thesis.

I maintain that an

increased population is going to force the suburbs to solve
problems of density in ways that draw on the time-tested success
of urban environments.

The solution to density in the suburbs

relies upon searching out pockets there where urban principles
can be modified and applied.

I have identified such a pocket in

my thesis and have applied those urban principles.
In order to fully illustrate my thesis, I am addressing
three areas in this book.

First, I will look at the history of

the suburbs and the current architectural response to potential
suburban density.

Second, I will examine the guiding principles

that contribute to successful urban areas.
apply those principles to my site.
suburban design.

And third, I will

As such, urban design becomes

THE SUBURBS IN 1990

There are four general stages in the evolution of suburbia
to 1990: the early streetcar suburbs, post-World War II
development, the mall, and the business park.

The early suburbs

were a direct by-product of pre-industrial American cities.
These cities were clustered at transportation and trade nodes and
were sharply distinct from the out-lying rural areas.

The

residential, commercial and manufacturing functions within the
city were intermingled, producing a fully integrated community
with visible unity despite social diversity.

Proximity to

culture and social discourse made the core very desirable to the
wealthy.

Lower classes and the more disruptive commercial

enterprises settled around this core.

The majority of the

settlement outside the city had a lifestyle economically tied to
the land.
As the industrial base of the city grew, the wealthy and the
newly emerged middle class, sought to leave the core for more
desirable residential neighborhoods in outlying areas.
Initially, a suburb was formed by extending the grid of city
streets, with the highest density along the public transportation
routes.

But by the mid-nineteenth century, nature and a rural-

like setting were embraced and glorified as the opposite of the
city's order and density.

The grid was broken, replaced by

purposely curving streets and open spaces to maximize the
"country estate" feel of the community.
The initial suburban typology was formed at this time privately owned lots, detached housing, geographical separation
of home and work, exclusively residential function, meandering
streets, open spaces, economic dependence on commuting to the
center city.

This base changed by a matter of degree - more

available and better transportation increased the commuting
distance from the core, the automobile increased the dispersal of
housing away from transportation lines, mass-production lowered
the cost of housing and long-term mortgages made home ownership
available to a wider range of people.
The post-World War II era saw a virtual explosion of the
suburbs when all of those factors were coupled with a post-war
prosperity and need.

Acquiring a privately owned home on a piece

of land was the American Dream for countless families.

The

entrepreneur providing this dream had changed from the first
suburban promoter.

Instead of selling lots to buyers, the post

war developer sold houses, which increased capital investment and
encouraged high volume.

Like the streetcar suburb, these new

areas were primarily residential with a limited range of economic
opportunities.

With the exception of local convenience shopping,

the central city maintained its economic dominance.
The intensity of suburban development soon changed that

local retail component.

Small groupings of stores had provided

off-street parking for customers in the early suburbs.

These

separate or informally linked buildings paved the way for the
suburban shopping center in which the stores ringed a dominating
parking lot.

This parking lot became a compelling element in the

suburban landscape.
Since the suburbs had intensely segregated uses, retail
establishments were not located in the midst of an adequate
number of potential customers as a neighborhood grocer might be
in a city.

The size of a market trade area was greatly expanded.

Customers relied on their cars to provide them access.

By

grouping themselves together on comparatively inexpensive land,
merchants could accommodate the automobile at minimal cost.
That relatively small scale shopping center has given way to
the mall - an amalgam of retail outlets dependent on the
pedestrian on the inside and surrounded by parking lots on the
outside.

The strip street and the shopping center primarily

affected the local commercial district of the original small town
that had been absorbed by the influx of suburban residents.
But, because of its regional appeal and its duplication of city
center enterprises, the mall and its attendant development
affected the city commercial core.
While the decade and a half after the war saw a boom in
suburban housing and its adjoining retail, the growth of industry
and business in the suburbs escalated in the mid-1960's, giving
the suburbs an economic base independent from the central

business district.

Drawn by the glamour and promotion of the

new malls, industrial and office parks were attracted to the
visibility afforded them along suburban arterials and freeways.
The campus-like settings initially housed clerically intensive
and paper processing tasks.

Lower rent and a lower-density work

environment appealed to both the employer and the employee.
With the proliferation of the computer and tele
communications, business was more willing to separate management,
which remained downtown, and operations, which moved to the
suburbs.

This trend has continued as more specialized office

functions move to suburban business centers.

The suburban

landscape has again been modified as business and industry now
vie with residential and commercial uses for space.
New nodes of development are continuing to evolve.
Specialized research and development complexes, primarily in
high-technology industries, locate near one another and draw upon
a highly skilled work force.

Office buildings encircle the

retail mall, attracted there because of accessibility and
visibility.

New, large-scale, mixed-use developments, which

integrate retail, business and housing, are master planned to
accommodate the pedestrian and the automobile within its bounds.
And often there is intense development in conjunction with
special uses, such as hospitals or airports.
This tremendous amount of growth in the last twenty years
has produced a landscape far different from the streetcar
suburbs.

The predominance of. the privately owned lot and

detached house, which still dominate the mind-set of the American
public, is changing. Suburban house is no available to the wide
range of income levels it once was.

There is an increased focus

on the upper middle and high income "executive home."

Multi-

family rental units in suburbia are often the only affordable
housing and account for a sizeable portion of new construction.
As is true with the singular residential characteristic of
suburbia, the commute to the central business district no longer
applies.

The requisite geographical separation of home and work

is diminishing.

The economic opportunities in the suburbs are

sufficient to attract nearby residents or those of other suburban
communities.

In fact, many times the commuter is a low income

worker from the city coming to the suburbs to fill the increased
need for blue collar employees there.

These workers cannot

afford the housing costs in the suburbs and must rely on
automobile commuting since public transportation is usually
inadequate.
Meandering streets and a dedication to rural-like open
spaces remain a driving element in the suburbs.

As a result,

automobile circulation along multi-lane arterials has become
paramount, with little, if any, provision made for the
pedestrian.

Large, open parking lots proliferate, contributing

an unnatural open space.

Because space is available and still

relatively inexpensive, low, one or two story buildings abound,
though some office buildings and hotels may be taller.

The

dispersal of buildings and the general segregation of uses has

produced a form and texture to the suburbs that is very unlike an
urban environment.
Yet, for all intents and purposes, the suburbs in the 1990's
have all the ingredients of a city - residents, economic
opportunities, diversity of uses, cultural activities and, to a
lesser degree, governmental functions.

But all these pieces

stand alone, isolated spatially and functionally.

In the

suburbs, the pattern is to separate and spread the uses,
connecting them with roadways.
These are the rules that suburbia has set for itself - low
density, automobiles, and open space.

As such, suburbia has

functioned well within its own parameters.

But what happens when

the rules are changed, when the political, economic, and/or
social impetus for suburban sprawl is no longer viable?

What

happens when there is no more land for development to absorb, or
when the land is not profitable to develop, or when expansion is
prohibited?

What happens if people continue to move into a

suddenly inelastic suburb?
The rules in the suburb do not in any way deal with a high
concentration of residents.

The very idea of the suburbs is tied

to the private, buffered spaces of low density.

When continued

sprawl is not an option, the implications of high density must be
addressed.
Some attempts within the profession to deal with issues
resulting from density in the suburbs have produced master plans
for new communities. Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND)

zoning and the Pedestrian Pocket both promote the urbanization of
the suburbs through mixed uses, higher density, and public and
pedestrian transportation.

Both of these plans rely on the

impact of self—contained units to affect change.

They are,

indeed, a place to start, but do not propose a unifying solution.
In the case of the TND, they run the risk of becoming isolated
within the overall suburban form.

And with the Pedestrian

Pocket, the prerequisite integration of public transportation or
of commercial and business enterprises is not assured.
In both the TND and the Pedestrian Pocket concepts, planners
make use of the New Town precedent.

Problems are identified in

the contemporary landscape and then planning remedies are
proposed that address these problems.

But these cause and effect

solutions rely on a clean slate for implementation.

They do not

recognize the interrelated complexity of dynamic social spaces.
Must everything be new in suburbia?
already exist to be abandoned?

Are the areas that

Must residents there continue to

be at the mercy of decisions made by traffic engineers and
planners ten, twenty, or fifty years ago? Can these older areas
of suburbia provide the setting for accommodating an increased
population?
dynamics?

What will guide this re-thinking of suburban

URBAN GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPMENT

The organization of human space is constantly evolving,
constantly building on the past.

It is reasonable to incorporate

the lessons learned from urban concentration into the suburban
fabric faced with a high density population.

If these urban

precedents are deliberately disregarded, there is the risk that
suburban spaces will result that are inappropriate to human
needs.
Before the urban lessons can be identified, it should be
noted that urban planners and architects had to learn the lessons
first.

Prior to the 1960's, cities were merely the jumping off

place for suburban development and enthusiasm.

But by the mid-

1950's, the detrimental effects of urban flight were becoming
obvious.

Attempts were made to resurrect the cities using new

methods, new ideologies, new assumptions.

They ignored or were

blind to the precedents for successful urban areas.

As a

consequence, the needs of the people and the urban fabric were
poorly served.
This lack of understanding of precedence was exacerbated by
municipal zoning codes.

Since the turn of the century, zoning

has been used in cities to segregate uses.

The nineteenth

century impetus for using this tool was an attempt to deal with
real urban problems - overcrowding, unhealthy and unsanitary
conditions, disruptive industries.
zoning became inviolate.

As a social panacea, this

Only recently is the desirability of

single use zoning being questioned.
By promoting single use areas, urban planners created a
stagnate, segmented city.
another.

One area is functionally isolated from

When a district is only residential, or retail, or

business and commercial, or governmental, or cultural, or
entertainment, a person cannot conveniently make use of any of
the other uses.

Walking or taking a short bus ride from one area

to another is not sufficient to make other uses available.

There

is, then, a necessity to connect distance with an automobile.
This puts pressure on the streets of a city, whether from the
movement of cars or their storage.

As the needs of the

automobile are accommodated by higher volume streets and larger
parking lots, the districts of the city become increasingly more
isolated, compounding the reliance on the automobile.
The early suburbs followed easily upon the enthusiasm for
single use zoning. It is not surprising that segregation has
been the byword for development, resulting in a stagnate,
segmented suburb.

There are housing subdivisions; there are

shopping centers and malls; there are office parks.
are cars.

And there

Unlike the city, the problems of automobile travel are

exacerbated by the random nature of road layout in the suburbs,
allowing for few routing options.

And, like the city, the more

the automobile is accommodated, the greater the isolation of the
functional areas.

The suburban solution has always been to

spread out the traffic, creating sprawl that increases the
reliance on the automobile.
In addition to segregation of uses and the resulting traffic
problems, the suburbs have some unique problems.

Since suburbs

are spatially organized at random, large, unpenetrated parcels
are created.

There is little, if any, chance for convenient

access within or between functional areas.

And since the suburbs

boomed after World War II, the preponderance of buildings are
less than fifty years old.

This relative uniformity of building

age serves to limit the economic opportunities for new or fringe
enterprises.

The net effect of this uniformity is that only

majority needs are served so there is relatively little
population diversity.

The suburbs are a case study in the

effects of the urban planning principles that predominated during
their evolution.
Some lively, vital, engaging areas have survived the
planners in cities.

These areas invariably have a mixture of

uses, accommodating residential, commercial, retail, and
entertainment functions simultaneously.

They have cultural and

governmental buildings, allowing for the full breadth of
experience at a convenient distance for the users.

And there is

a great interweaving of building age and uses, of street edge and
security, of private spaces and public involvement.
While these aspects do not appeal to everyone, they are the

qualities that lend great vitality to urban neighborhoods.
Having to compete with the appeal of the suburbs, city plans have
incorporated more green spaces and less physical congestion.
reverse is possible in the suburbs.

The

Just as the openness of'

suburbia is an attribute, some areas can be retrofitted so that
circulation does not dominate activities.

The advantages of an

energized, urban-like environment can result.

Pushed by high

density, the suburbs can learn from the city just as the city has
learned from the suburbs.
And so what are these lessons to be learned?

The key to

vitality seems to be diversity. This diversity and liveliness is
accomplished if four factors are present.
First, there must be a wide variety of uses.

The essence of

diversity is a range of choice in things to see and do.

This

variety will attract visitors from outside the district and hold
them longer.

When more than one or two primary uses (generally,

office, residential, entertainment, or retail) exist, they
reinforce one another.

To enhance the interweaving of this

variety of uses, there must be easily understood, casual
linkages.

Pedestrian connections should form an integrating

network that is direct, varied, and physically attractive.
Second, the times of use must vary throughout the day. This
will naturally result with functional diversity - bakeries, movie
theaters, offices, museums and restaurants all have different
hours of use.
use.

The key here is balance - between use and time of

This keeps the area lively at all hours, which helps

attract people and ensure a sense of security.
Third, blocks must be small.

This allows for maximum

storefrontage, which fosters variety.

The compactness that

results promotes intensity of activity.

The fostering of routing

options creates an ease of access throughout the district.

By

reinforcing an organizational structure, the predictability of
the block encourages a feeling of security and understanding for
the pedestrian.

And, most importantly, with a small block

pattern, there is a large amount of public street and sidewalk
space despite the concentration of people.
Fourth, there must be a variety in building age.
buildings help maintain the character of a district.

Older
A lot of an

area's interest derives from its character. The lower cost of
older buildings will provide affordable options for new
businesses since rent is largely determined by the investment of
the owner.

New buildings should respond to the old ones by

maintaining horizontal continuity, adding any necessary height
away from the pedestrian edge.

That edge provides spatial

enclosure, helping to define the street.
When density is introduces into suburbia, an opportunity is
presented to modify segregated use zoning and to incorporate,
instead, the lessons of vital and engaging urban districts.

Such

an intense, multi-dimensional area will not be dependent for its
use solely on mall hours, the work week, or weekends.

APPLYING URBAN PRINCIPLES IN SUBURBIA

In all but the newly created instant suburbs, there is an
original downtown core that was modeled on city examples.

It is

there that you can usually find a semblance of a street edge.
is there that you can find older buildings.

It

What you do not

usually find are sufficient residents who can easily make use of
nearby commercial and retail establishments.

By locating office

and residential units in this old town core you can begin to
infill the left-over spaces that abound in suburbia.

And you

give the people living there an option usually afforded only to
urban residents - they can walk to services, employment, and
entertainment if they chose.

Merchants can take advantage of a

rent lower than a mall or shopping center and can count on a
predictable consumer group.

Merely dressing up these left-over,

open spaces in suburbia with greenery does little to address the
functional limitations of the space's ability to deeply enhance
the area.
As a place to begin the accommodation of higher density, the
old downtown has the potential to redevelop its own character and
infuse the separateness of suburbia with areas of integration and
unity.

Other segments of the suburban landscape will also be

available for modification as they age and become less
economically bound - the town's original grided residential
neighborhood, the first tract housing developments, and early
shopping centers.
In choosing a site for my thesis, I was interested in two
initial criteria: it must have as generic a history of
development as possible and there must be reason to assume that a
higher density population would need to be accommodated.
Beaverton, Oregon, located in the Tualatin Valley just west of
Portland, is well suited to serve as a model.
Portland, platted in 1851, was a small settlement located on
the lower Willamette River close to the Columbia River.

This

location afforded reliable navigation and the gold rush in
California provided a predictable export market and a sound money
supply.

The rich farm land of Washington County and the Tualatin

Valley, first settled in the 1840's, was the source for the
agricultural and lumber products required for trade.
was separated from Portland by the West Hills.

The valley

To ensure that

their town, and not another river settlement, became the main
market for the valley, businessmen in Portland backed the
construction of a connecting road, completed in 1851.
Situated in the Tualatin Valley, at the base of this road,
was the small town of Beaverton.

An unincorporated aggregate of

farmers, the Beaverton area first experimented with cooperative
action when some of the farmers began to knock out the beaverdams
in 1867.

The land, from drained beaver dams, was very fertile

and productive.

A railroad line arrived in Beaverton in 1871.

By 1880, Beaverton had a population of slightly over 100.

After

a boom decade, Beaverton incorporated in 1894.
By 1915, pre-World War I Beaverton had a population of 4 00
and was served by the Oregon Electric (with 38 daily trains in
1908) and the Southern Pacific commuter service.
population had almost tripled at 1100.
occurred in the residential area.

By 1930, the

Most of the growth

Beaverton identified itself as

the "City of Homes", drawing on a suburban bedroom community
identification.

Between 192 0 and 1947, three times the houses

infilled existing residential neighborhoods so that by 1950 there
were over 2 500 people in Beaverton.
By 1948, development north of Beaverton along the Portlandcoast highway included a 2 00 tract home development and shopping
center in one area and a shopping and light industry district in
another.

The post-World War II demand for housing surrounding

the war boom-town of Portland put pressure on Beaverton.
At this same time, a small Portland technology company moved
its operations to Beaverton.

The impact of Tektronix and its

incredible growth on Beaverton cannot be exaggerated. Tektronix
is an example of "footloose" industries - technology companies
not dependent on natural resources or local markets.

The

management valued what Beaverton possessed - inexpensive expanses
of land and an emphasis on family residential amenities.

The

main consideration for Tektronix was the caliber of people it
could attract.

Beaverton's emphasis on housing and schools was a

magnet for so-called high-tech industries.
By 1960, the population of the city was just under 6000.
Two years later it was over 8500.

Several large shopping centers

had been constructed outside the city limits.

This threat to the

retail core of the city was ignored by the downtown merchants,
who lacked any sort of association to promote their businesses.
And the downtown faced a major problem - the two active railroad
lines effectively cut the city in two.

The resulting congestion

reinforced the desire to trade away from the downtown core.
The population in Beaverton in 1990 was over 51,000, an
increase of 17% over the previous year, 67% over 1980.
Y
Employment remains high and new construction is steady.

Housing

in Beaverton is approximately split between single family and
multi-family units.

Over 3 0% of the population is under 16 years

old while the median age is 38.

The median income is

approximately $3 0,000.
This profile of Beaverton paints a picture of a successful
suburban community - the population figures and the median income
belie an urban setting.

Beaverton's history illustrates a

classic pattern of suburban growth.
That history meets my first criteria for a site.

But

Beaverton would merely be a typical suburb if it were not for the
Urban Growth Boundary.

The State of Oregon began to investigate

state-wide land use planning in 1971.

There was concern about

the lose of prime agricultural land in the Willamette River
Valley.

By the late 1960's, it was estimated that 10,000 acres

per year was being lost to development.

Huge rural subdivisions

were leapfrogging into counties far ahead of municipal services.
By the mid-1980's, an urban growth boundary was adopted as part
of the land use plan.
The Urban Growth Boundary, determined locally, rings an
urban area, scribing a twenty year limit of growth.

Its

objectives are to plan and promote the efficient use of urban
land, to improve the efficiency of public facilities and
services, and to preserve prime farm and forest lands outside the
boundary.

The boundary could only be modified in the interim for

up to 1000 acres.

A petitioner must prove that municipal

services are in place to serve the addition and that there is
good cause for taking agricultural land out of production.
The effect of this boundary on growth and density has become
apparent.

The areas in Washington County with the greatest

increase in population occur at the edge of the boundary.

And

the developed land within the boundary is beginning to be
infilled to accommodate the continued influx of population.

The

boundary seems to insure a higher and higher density which
provides for the second part of my criteria for a site.
Given a suburb with increasing density of population and the
rules for successful, urban neighborhoods or districts, I have
integrated the two into a transformation of the old downtown area
of Beaverton to an urban-like district.
This transformation starts with the removal of the second
rail line from the city limits.

That land will now be available

for development - development that can knit portions of the old
downtown into a unified whole.

The two long, unbroken blocks in

my study area previously required for the train tracks will be
broken up - one by intersecting streets and one by creating a
building pass-through.
Development should take place that builds toward a variety
of use, starting with office buildings.
captive audience.

The 8 to 5 workers are a

They demand services - restaurants, cleaners,

office supply, gift and card shops, clothing stores, shoe repair
shops, etc.

Professional support services will also be attracted

to an office environment - accountants, lawyers, printers,
computer service, and so on.
As the use intensifies, it is important to guard against
creating a downtown that is dead and silent after 5:00 and on the
weekends.

Planning for multi-family housing should take place

near the core and at the edges, with single family structures
infilling on less expensive land.

In addition to utilizing many

of the same services as the office worker, residents of this area
will also support convenient access to groceries, hardware, auto
repair, and a library.
But a resident population alone is not sufficient to keep
the area lively after working hours.
people to the area from outside.

It is necessary to draw

That can be accomplished by

having something in Beaverton1 s downtown that cannot be found
elsewhere - an outstanding museum or gallery, a unique retail
outlet, or a series of specialty shops. The architect and

planner can set the stage for those types of businesses by the
decisions that they make concerning the environment they create
for the pedestrian user.
There a several things that will enhance the pedestrian
environment in Beaverton's downtown.

After the long blocks have

been segmented, the traffic is slowed down by narrowing the main
street by one lane and introducing parallel parking on both
sides.

The narrow street makes less of a distance for the

pedestrian to cross and the parked cars act as a buffer between
the pedestrian and the traffic.

The sidewalk is wider and

extends beyond parallel parked cars at busy intersections.

These

intersections, as well as other public spaces, are denoted by a
variation in the sidewalk pattern.
The buildings themselves can enhance the street environment
for the pedestrian.

A sense of scale is important.

There should

be new development that is greater than the existing two stories
in order to make the area economically viable.

But the buildings

should have the upper levels set back so as not to overwhelm the
pedestrian.

Attention should be drawn to the lower levels by

awnings, display windows, flower baskets, wall art, building
detail, signage, and so on.

Awnings, overhangs, and lower level

setbacks will help protect the pedestrian from inclement weather.
These will also add variety and color to the street scape.
That street scape is also enhances by the liberal use of
street trees.

They provide continuity in the area.

trees serve several other functions.

But these

On the south-facing side of

the street, the trees provide shade and should be closer together
than on the north side, where they mainly serve to provide
balance and aesthetic pleasure.

A grouping of trees can signify

a public area, whether as shade, ambience, a screen, or to denote
entry.
There are two main public areas on my site.

One identifies

the functional center of town by a seating area and a grove of
trees.

The area is bermed to provide enclosure and a sense of

shelter despite the presence of three intersecting traffic
%

streets.

Its location makes it very visible.

The other public area terminates an intersecting street and
reinforces the character of one of the older buildings in the
downtown.

That visible, yet tucked away, area, in the middle of

a long block, breaks up the linear infill and sets up a building
pass-through.

Situated between the center of town and parking,

high pedestrian use is insured through this pub lie space.
Benches, containers for flowers, trash receptacles, light,
standards, banners, signage - all contribute to the creation of
area designed to induce outsiders to come in.

The more people go

there, the longer they spend there, the healthier the area will
be.
To make it convenient for people to use the area, parking
must be addressed. Initially, the expense of a parking structure
will make it necessary to accommodate cars at grade.
handled in several manners.
are built upon.

This can be

Empty lots can be used until they

As the district develops, areas in the middle of

blocks can be left for parking and service vehicles and buildings
will screen it from view.
maintained.

The street enclosure is thus

Where parking or large lots are necessary to serve

existing buildings, as with a funeral home or a bank drive in,
parking can be available to the public or nearby residents when
not in use by the business to minimize inactive areas.
Parking can also be kept to the edges of the relatively
small downtown of Beaverton.

The contrast between parked cars

and a densely built environment will serve to indicate the
beginning of the town.

The continuity of street trees and the

use of low level shrubs will help screen the lot.

If the lots

are narrow with buildings immediately behind, the vacuousness of
normal lots is avoided.
When downtown Beaverton begins to develop an identity and a
character and it attracts people from the outside, it will be
necessary to communicate the borders of the town center.

This

can be accomplished by a change in density of buildings, by the
use of a particular light post, street tree, sidewalk or street
paving pattern, by signage, by low walls or screening to narrow
an entrance, by the introduction of traffic circles.

All serve

to tell the outsider when he has arrived and that it is a special
place.
The creation of this special place came about by applying
urban rules to a suburban setting.

That setting, a devitalized

downtown, is one of many potential areas available in suburbia.
This old downtown core can most directly apply urban principles.

In the 21st Century, it will be the challenge to architects,
planners, developers and local officials to creatively apply
those same ideas to aging shopping centers and residential tract
developments.

The segregation of uses in the suburbs has existed

for one hundred years and become part of the American mindset.
Only now are people becoming sensitive to what has changed in
that century.

The emotional vitality that is a hallmark of a

successful city is lost in the suburbs.

Perhaps now, suburbia

can begin to develop an identity based on vitality of character
rather than mall promotions and congestion.
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